
BISHOP ALDHELM’S CHURCH OF ENGLAND V.A PRIMARY SCHOOL 

PSA MEETING FRIDAY 4 NOVEMBER 2016 

MINUTES OF AGM 

PRESENT: Lizzie Sharpe (LS); Abi Hawkins (AH); Alison Templeton (AT); Katie Harwood (KH); 
Janine Robins (JR); Lizzie Adams (LS); Sharon Page (SP) Trudy Sollazzo (TS); Claire Franco (CF); Vicky 
Clarke (VC). 

1. APOLOGIES: Sarah Pidgley (SP); Teresa Grist (TG); Claire Delve (CD) Heidi Moxam (HM); Alison 
Ancill (AA); Alison Ancill (AT). 

2. QUIZ NIGHT: There have been emails going around about the quiz questions and who is going to 
provide them. AH said that ST (Scott Tait) has arranged with CS (Cheryl Smith) that she will provide 
the questions. AH informed that TG has provided questions which have been forwarded to ST. At 
present not many tickets have been sold but everyone is confident that by Wednesday a lot will 
have. 

3. UNIFORM SALE: HS (Hayley Stephens) is the project co-ordinator for the preloved uniform sale and 
so far has done a great job, with wonderful communication.  A stall was suggested at the Christmas 
fayre but as she isn’t able to attend it was decided that a suggested 2:00pm stall wouldn’t be 
practical on the day of the fayre.  VC suggested that a ‘week long’ sale, last week of term would be 
more preferable as that’s what happens elsewhere. This is to be communicated to HS by VC.  

4. JAR FILLING: KH has kindly agreed to host a jar filling night at her house. All invited to bring empty 
jars, sweets, decorating bits for the jars. KH to send out invitation. The Thursday before fayre was 
put forward as a date but is to be confirmed (24th Nov) by KH. 

5. HAMPER: The hampers are always a great success, so we are going to be asking years 5 & 6 for 
Hamper Items. AH will try and provide boxes.  The boxes are to be decorated at KH’s Jar filling 
night. On fayre day Hampers to be filled with items and titivated by SM (Sarah Martin) to look 
beautiful.  

6. ELVES:  There was discussion over who still had Elf costumes from last year, there are 3 amongst 
the group. AH has 2 and TS has 1. 3 more costumes are going to be bought. We are opening up the 
Elf job to all PSA children in key stage 2. A rota will be put together for their allocated time slots. If 
your child doesn’t want to be an Elf please let AH know ASAP. SP has agreed to be on the Bin Man 
stall again, probably with AT (?). AT not present but hopefully wont object. 

7. CHRISTMAS DECORATIONS: The school has recently been decorated so the PSA aren’t allowed to 
use blue tack / sticky tape on ANY walls. The Gateway Church are providing a wishing tree – see the 
School Newsletter for further info. There was discussion over who was providing the physical tree. 
Luckily VC was present so contacted the Church who said that they were NOT providing the tree. 
This is being managed by CS (Cheryl Smith). There is a possibility that the PSA won’t be required to 
do any decorations this year. 

8. SANTA SCHOOL TIME VISITS: There was quick discussion over price of Santa visits. Last year the 
price was reduced to £2.50, this year it has been voted to be £3.50. 

9. YEAR GROUP STALLS: LS informed the group that stalls ARE going ahead. Each year group will 
provide 1 stall with a teacher supervising. This is KS2 only. 

10. LOCATION OF FAYRE: The majority of the meeting was spent in discussion over where to hold the 
fayre, which classrooms, hall etc. etc. AH expressed concerns over YR 3, 4, 5 being too sparse, dark, 



hot and the corridor too skinny. Several parents complained at the previous fayre about the weird 
layout.  

The Hall is going to be open to stalls that sell out quickly, mainly the Tombola’s.  The Choir will 
perform in the Hall at 4:45, in the meantime stalls that have sold out can be taken down to provide 
space for the Choir. 

The Small Hall, Mrs Parkinson’s classroom to the toilets are allowed to be used for Fayre, the 
further classrooms down towards the staff room are not allowed to be used. This was agreed by all.  

LS said that she will book the Small Hall for us to use all day on Fayre day. 

11. DONATIONS: This year we are going to see if specific parents would be prepared to make 150 – 200 
‘posh’ cupcakes at cost. AH asked KH to put an advert on FB to seeing if there are any willing 
volunteers.  

Donation Day was agreed by all to be Fayre Day. Hopefully this year many jobs will have been done 
in advance to leave more time on the day for sorting of the Donations (Raffle Tickets being folded – 
DONE). 

Mufti Day is Donation Day, A ‘Christmas Theme’ Mufti, no particular jumper or slogan, parents are 
not too feel that they have to buy something especially. On the letter please use wording ‘NON-
UNIFORM’ as some parents unsure what MUFTI means (!?) 

A ‘Golden Ticket’ will be put in book bags for donations of Chocolate from ALL YEARS.  

a) Foundation & Year 1 – Bottles,  
b) Yr 2, 3  & 4 – Decorated Jars,  
c) Year 5 & 6 Hampers. 

12. DBS CHECKS: LS asked KH, TS, AH & AT to speak to office and get their DBS forms done. 

13. A.O.B: LS asked the group if the PSA would be prepared to pay for the cost of the coaches for 3 x 
rehearsal trips to the Lighthouse for the Choirs performance. TS said that there are enough funds in 
the bank as the total amount required is £450. This went to vote, all agreed to pay for coaches. AH 
asked LS to put out that the PSA have funded this transportation. 

4:30: meeting closed. 

 

 

 

 
 

 


